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analyzing ...

Sasha Belyaeva is a Russian 
musician and social artist who is 
known for her unconventional and 
secretive live-performances which 
utilize augmented and virtual 
reality technologies to enhance 
the experience.

 view on:   

  >> youtube

  >> instagram

{{ 

	 >>	bio  

	 >>	american vogue  

	 >>	vice magazine  

	 >>	l`officiel	USA 

}} 

    

<location> = [New York, USA]; 

<born> = [Russian Federation]; 

<eye color> = [blue-green];

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDDZLaOgwd0&ab_ch
https://www.instagram.com/sashabelyaevaa/?hl=en
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sasha_Belyaeva
https://www.vogue.com/vogueworld/article/musician-sasha-belyaeva-greatest-illusion-ep-interview
https://i-d.vice.com/it/article/mbmbvn/sasha-belyaeva-intervista-ep
https://www.lofficielusa.com/music/sasha-belyaeva-interview-2019


 > Sasha Belyaeva’s music is 
being used as the catalyst for the 
music industry’s ascension into 
the >>4th Industrial Revolution 
         ///

...

 > Her upcoming album Solitary Garden will 
be produced by >>Liam Howe, whose initial 
success was earned as a founding member of the 
90’s British experimental Trip-Hop group the 
>>Sneaker Pimps.  
 > Liam’s more recent successes have come 
fromproducing >>Lana Del Rey, >>FKA Twigs, 
Adele, and Ellie Goulding’s initial releases.
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/08/13/the-4th-industrial-revolution-is-here-are-you-ready/#2e7a5a54628b
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liam_Howe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2eBZqmL8ehg&ab_channel=drewmatic22
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lana_Del_Rey
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sekBTG99TWs&ab_channel=FKAtwigs


./ The Solitary Garden live experience is a collaboration 
between the Interactive Telecommunications Program 
and Integrated Digital Media Program at NYU

> Sasha’s movements are tracked and 

projected in real-time while a fully 

immersed audience is given the opportunity 

to manipulate the visual elements of Sasha’s 

voice utilizing the Theremin paired with 

motion capture technology. 

               ...

./ Demonstrations will be held in Moscow, Tokyo, Los Angeles, 

            

>>fuse*

>>cyland

>>AETHER: A live motion capture performance ///

and N ew Y ork,  2 0 2 2 / 2 0 2 3 .

https://vimeo.com/466236806
https://vimeo.com/466238418
https://vimeo.com/466237354


./ Sasha Belyaeva and renowned digital 
designer Tobias Gremmler will direct 
the visual communication of the 
Solitary Garden experience.  
 
Prior to his collaboration with 
Solitary Garden, Gremmler was the 
visual director for Bjorks most recent 
Tour and Music Video.>>Tobias Gremmler Cornucopia tour
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https://vimeo.com/616197019


./ Solitary Garden is an invitation-admittance-only 
event  held at 25 Broadway in NY, New York. 

Digital mapping has been completed of the 
amphitheater. 
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